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Abstract: Despite their potential as a protein source for human consumption, the health benefits of
black soldier fly larvae (BSFL) proteins following human gastrointestinal (GI) digestion are poorly
understood. This computational study explored the potential of BSFL proteins to release health-
promoting peptides after human GI digestion. Twenty-six proteins were virtually proteolyzed
with GI proteases. The resultant peptides were screened for high GI absorption and non-toxicity.
Shortlisted peptides were searched against the BIOPEP-UWM and Scopus databases to identify
their bioactivities. The potential of the peptides as inhibitors of myeloperoxidase (MPO), NADPH
oxidase (NOX), and xanthine oxidase (XO), as well as a disruptor of Keap1–Nrf2 protein–protein
interaction, were predicted using molecular docking and dynamics simulation. Our results revealed
that about 95% of the 5218 fragments generated from the proteolysis of BSFL proteins came from
muscle proteins. Dipeptides comprised the largest group (about 25%) of fragments arising from
each muscular protein. Screening of 1994 di- and tripeptides using SwissADME and STopTox
tools revealed 65 unique sequences with high GI absorption and non-toxicity. A search of the
databases identified 16 antioxidant peptides, 14 anti-angiotensin-converting enzyme peptides, and
17 anti-dipeptidyl peptidase IV peptides among these sequences. Results from molecular docking and
dynamic simulation suggest that the dipeptide DF has the potential to inhibit Keap1–Nrf2 interaction
and interact with MPO within a short time frame, whereas the dipeptide TF shows promise as an
XO inhibitor. BSFL peptides were likely weak NOX inhibitors. Our in silico results suggest that
upon GI digestion, BSFL proteins may yield high-GI-absorbed and non-toxic peptides with potential
health benefits. This study is the first to investigate the bioactivity of peptides liberated from BSFL
proteins following human GI digestion. Our findings provide a basis for further investigations into
the potential use of BSFL proteins as a functional food ingredient with significant health benefits.

Keywords: angiotensin-converting enzyme; antioxidant; BIOPEP-UWM; dipeptidyl peptidase IV;
Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1; myeloperoxidase; molecular docking; molecular dynamics;
NADPH oxidase; xanthine oxidase

1. Introduction

Black soldier fly larvae (BSFL) (Hermetia illucens L.) are largely regarded as a sustain-
able, cost-effective source of proteins for animal feed [1]. Additionally supporting this
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is the evidence of the nutritional benefits of BSFL-based animal feed in the literature [2].
Notably, recent studies reported that BSFL proteins could serve as sources of bioactive
peptides following treatment with proteases [3–6]. It was proposed that BSFL-derived
bioactive peptides may have potential applications in the development of functional food
ingredients, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals [4,6].

Bioactive peptides are short peptides, often comprising 2-20 residues, and can exert
beneficial physiological functions in the human body. The peptides are initially encrypted
in an inactive state within the precursor proteins. They can be liberated from the proteins
through enzymatic hydrolysis, microbial fermentation, and, naturally, during the gastroin-
testinal (GI) digestion of dietary proteins in vivo [7–9]. In fact, enzymatic hydrolysis of
proteins is the key strategy adopted by many studies to generate bioactive peptides from
diverse bioresources. Enzymatic proteolysis of animal and plant proteins, both in vitro
and in silico, has led to the discovery of peptides exhibiting diverse health-promoting
activities, such as antioxidant [10–12], antihypertensive [13,14], antidiabetic [13], and an-
ticancer [15–17] activities. Notably, many bioactive peptides were identified from the
protein hydrolysates of edible insects, such as crickets, locusts, mealworms, and silkworm
pupae [18]. By contrast, the discovery of bioactive peptides from BSFL is a relatively new
development when compared with that from other bioresources. Zhu and co-workers [6]
compared protein hydrolysates prepared from BSFL that were proteolyzed with alcalase,
neutrase, trypsin, and papain, revealing the strongest free radical scavenging activity in the
alcalase hydrolysate. Seventeen peptides with features typical of other known antioxidant
peptides were identified from the hydrolysate [6]. Lu and co-workers [4] also reported
the discovery of putative antioxidant peptides from the alcalase hydrolysate of BSFL fed
with food waste. Several other studies reported the production and analysis of BSFL
protein hydrolysates, although without identifying any bioactive peptides [3,5,19–21]. In
short, BSFL-derived bioactive peptides remain a gap of knowledge; available findings are
confined to free radical scavenging peptides.

The potential of BSFL as a viable protein-rich food source for human consumption
has been highlighted recently [1], yet little is known about the health benefits of BSFL
proteins. In this study, we addressed a novel research question that has not been explored
in the existing literature: whether BSFL proteins can release health-promoting peptides
upon consumption and digestion by humans. We adopted an in silico approach to discover
peptides that could be released from BSFL proteins after virtual digestion by using three GI
proteases: chymotrypsin (EC 3.4.21.1), trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4), and pepsin (EC 3.4.23.1). The
three GI proteases were regularly employed through the BIOPEP-UWM server [22] in pre-
vious studies to virtually simulate human GI digestion of proteins [13,23]. BIOPEP-UWM
is a free, curated database now housing more than 4000 peptides annotated with 62 types
of bioactivities, with antioxidant, anti-angiotensin-converting enzyme (anti-ACE), and anti-
dipeptidyl peptidase IV (anti-DPP-IV) peptides being the three major categories [22]. The
applications of antioxidant peptides as food preservatives, functional food ingredients, and
therapeutic agents were previously highlighted [9]. Anti-ACE and anti-DPP-IV peptides
are valuable antihypertensive [24,25] and antidiabetic [26] agents, respectively. Through a
search of the BIOPEP-UWM database, it would be possible to reveal whether peptides gen-
erated by in silico GI digestion of BSFL proteins comprise those with previously reported
antioxidant, anti-ACE, anti-DPP-IV, and other bioactivities.

Mouithys-Mickalad and co-workers [5] reported that a commercial BSFL protein
hydrolysate mitigated cellular oxidative damage by inhibiting myeloperoxidase (MPO)
activity. Although the anti-MPO peptides were not identified [5], the finding implies
that BSFL-derived peptides may also exert their antioxidant actions through mechanisms
other than free radical scavenging, such as by modulating enzymatic and non-enzymatic
regulators of cellular redox status. To explore this possibility, we also aimed to investi-
gate the ability of BSFL peptides to interact with or inhibit four protein targets known
to be regulators of cellular redox status: MPO, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-
phate (NADPH) oxidase (NOX), xanthine oxidase (XO), and Kelch-like ECH-associated
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protein 1 (Keap1). MPO, NOX, and XO are prooxidant enzymes. MPO is an abundant
heme-containing enzyme in human neutrophils. MPO can catalyze the reaction between
hydrogen peroxide and chloride, leading to the formation of hypochlorous acid, which is a
strong oxidant [27,28]. NOX is a membrane-bound enzyme complex whose main function
is the generation of superoxide radicals. The assembly of NOX requires the participation
of the cytosolic factor p47phox and transmembrane component p22phox [29,30]. Thus, the
p47phox–p22phox interaction in NOX activation can be targeted in virtual screening for NOX
inhibitors [31]. XO catalyzes the oxidation of hypoxanthine and xanthine to uric acid,
producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the reaction [32,33]. On the other hand, the
Keap1-nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) pathway is a fundamental signaling
cascade responsible for cellular protection against oxidative injury. Nrf2 is the principal reg-
ulator of antioxidant response element-containing cytoprotective genes whose expression
is induced in response to increased oxidative stress. Nevertheless, Keap1–Nrf2 interaction
leads to the ubiquitylation and proteasomal degradation of Nrf2. By contrast, inhibitors of
Keap1–Nrf2 protein–protein interaction can preserve the transcription-activating role of
Nrf2, hence alleviating ROS-mediated cellular injury [34,35].

In this study, the ability of BSFL peptides to inhibit MPO, NOX, XO, and Keap1 will
be computationally evaluated by using molecular docking and molecular dynamic (MD)
simulation. Both biomolecular simulation techniques are regularly used to cost-effectively
and rapidly perform structure-based virtual screening for drug and bioactive compound
discovery [10,13,17,36]. Molecular docking is a computational technique that can predict
the preferred orientation and binding affinity of a peptide in the binding site of a target
protein besides elucidating their intermolecular interactions [36]. Often, an effective peptide
inhibitor would be anticipated to bind to the active site or key catalytic residues of a
targeted enzyme. This would preclude access to those sites by the natural substrate of
the enzyme. Meanwhile, a peptide targeting Keap1–Nrf2 protein–protein interaction
would be expected to bind stably to key residues in the binding interface between the two
proteins [10,17]. Further validation of a docked peptide–target complex by MD simulation
would allow the behavior of the peptide and target protein to be captured in full atomic
detail and at nanosecond resolution. In other words, the details of the dynamic behavior
or time evolution of the intermolecular interactions between the peptide and the target
protein can be unraveled [36]. In this study, the CHARMM27 force field was adopted
in MD simulations. The force field is considered comprehensive and accurate due to
its ability to analyze diverse types of atoms and its inclusion of many parameters that
can be optimized by users [37,38]. Furthermore, the parameters in CHARMM27 were
derived from a wide range of experimental and theoretical data sources, which included
hydrogen bonding interactions that are important for accurately describing the behavior of
biological systems [39].

In this in silico study, our objectives were three-fold: (a) to compile peptides generated
by virtual GI digestion of BSFL proteins, followed by screening for high-GI-absorption,
non-toxic peptides; (b) to identify high-GI-absorption and non-toxic peptide sequences
previously reported to have bioactivities; (c) to perform structure-based screening of the
peptides for the ability to target MPO, NOX, XO, and Keap1 by molecular docking analyses,
followed by MD validation of peptide–target interactions.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. In Silico GI Digestion

To discover whether BSFL proteins could release potentially bioavailable, health-
promoting peptides upon human consumption and GI digestion, we performed virtual
enzymatic digestion of the proteins using GI proteases. A total pool of 5218 fragments,
3229 of being peptides, were liberated from the 19 muscular and seven cuticular BSFL
proteins (Table 1) that were virtually proteolyzed. About 95% of the liberated fragments
(4934 fragments) originated from the 19 muscular proteins, whereas 5% (284) came from
the seven cuticular proteins. This could be attributed not only to 2.7-fold more muscular
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proteins being proteolyzed than cuticular proteins. Moreover, the muscular proteins are
overall larger (157–1949 residues; 17.9–222.8 kDa) compared with the cuticular proteins
(76–271 residues; 8.5–28.8 kDa) (Table 1). Hence, there is greater availability of GI protease
cleavage sites in muscular proteins in general.

Table 1. Muscular and cuticular proteins of black soldier fly larvae 1.

Group UniProt Accession Protein Number of
Residues

Mass
(kDa)

M
us

cu
la

r

Actin
A0A1A9ZNP6_GLOPL Uncharacterized protein 376 41.8
A0A1B0CWE9_LUTLO Putative actin 354 39.7

F1C3P6_TIMCA Actin 275 30.9

Myosin
A0A0R1DVF3_DROYA Mhc, isoform D 1949 222.8

W4VRL5_9DIPT Putative myosin class i heavy chain 1946 222.0
A0A139WE70_TRICA Myosin heavy chain, muscle-like protein 1225 141.1

Tropomyosin

A0A1J1HZZ6_9DIPT CLUMA_CG005729, isoform B 1530 171.1
A0A1J1HX79_9DIPT CLUMA_CG005729, isoform F 1479 165.3

B4QYK2_DROSI GD19006 732 82.6
A0A182XV85_ANOST Uncharacterized protein 559 64.5

B0X3L6_CULQU Tropomyosin invertebrate 285 32.7
A0A0Q9WML9_DROVI Uncharacterized protein, isoform J 285 32.8
A0A1L8EHE5_HAEIR Putative tropomyosin-2 isoform x1 284 32.6

E2A6N1_CAMFO Tropomyosin-1 284 32.2
TPM_LOCMI Tropomyosin 283 32.4

T1GWE6_MEGSC Uncharacterized protein 260 29.8
A0A158NXC8_ATTCE Uncharacterized protein 204 23.2

Troponin TNNT_DROME Troponin T, skeletal muscle 397 47.4
A0A0L0BTD6_LUCCU Troponin C, isoform 3 157 17.9

C
ut

ic
ul

ar

Cuticle

A0A026VY81_OOCBI Cuticle protein 271 28.8
R4G8D1_RHOPR Putative cuticle protein 215 21.7
T1GYP1_MEGSC Uncharacterized protein 208 21.2
B4LFD9_DROVI Uncharacterized protein 123 13.3

C0H6J6_BOMMO Putative cuticle protein 109 11.6
B0XA27_CULQU Larval cuticle protein 8.7 105 11.5

A0A1A9Z940_GLOPL Uncharacterized protein 76 8.5
1 Sorted in descending order by the number of protein residues in each group.

Figure 1 summarizes the outcome of in silico GI digestion of 26 BSFL proteins. The num-
ber of peptide fragments released from the muscular proteins ranged between 465 fragments
(A0A0R1DVF3_DROYA, Mhc, isoform D) and 38 fragments (A0A0L0BTD6_LUCCU, tro-
ponin C, isoform 3). The number of peptide fragments liberated from the cuticular proteins
ranged between 50 fragments (A0A026VY81_OOCBI, cuticle protein) and 17 fragments
(A0A1A9Z940_GLOPL, uncharacterized protein) (Figure 1A). Notably, the number of pep-
tide fragments liberated from muscular protein (A0A0R1DVF3_DROYA, Mhc, isoform D)
is about 27-fold higher than that from cuticular protein (A0A1A9Z940_GLOPL, unchar-
acterized protein). The average number of fragments released by each muscular protein
is 260 fragments, whereas the average of that released by each cuticular protein is only
41 fragments. Taken together, our results suggest that in future studies aimed at investigat-
ing peptides following GI proteolysis of BSFL proteins, focusing on muscular proteins may
be a promising approach to enhance peptide generation.

The 26 BSFL proteins analyzed in this study collectively released 1994 dipeptide and
tripeptide fragments, comprising 1281 dipeptides and 713 tripeptides. Overall, dipeptides
comprised the largest portion (25% on average) of fragments released from each muscu-
lar protein when virtually hydrolyzed by GI proteases (Figure 1B). By contrast, peptides
consisting of five or more residues comprised the largest group (36% on average) of frag-
ments released by five of the cuticular proteins (A0A026VY81_OOCBI, R4G8D1_RHOPR,
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T1GYP1_MEGSC, C0H6J6_BOMMO, and B0XA27_CULQU). This implies that the occur-
rence of GI protease-specific cleavage sites may be less frequent in the sequences of those
cuticular proteins, hence more frequent liberation of longer fragments (>four residues)
following virtual proteolysis. Protein conformation is unlikely to be a deterring factor
causing fewer dipeptides to be released from the cuticular proteins. This is because in silico
proteolysis assumes the polypeptide chain of a protein to be fully extended, hence full
accessibility to the cleavage sites.
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digestion of black soldier fly larval proteins.

Among the muscular proteins, the top five producers of dipeptides and tripeptides are
those from the myosin (A0A0R1DVF3_DROYA, W4VRL5_9DIPT, and A0A139WE70_TRICA)
and tropomyosin (A0A1J1HZZ6_9DIPT and A0A1J1HX79_9DIPT) groups (Figure 1B).
These five proteins also have the largest molecular sizes (1225–1949 residues; 141.1–222.8 kDa)
among the 26 BSFL proteins analyzed in this study (Table 1). In fact, the 1654 dipeptide and
tripeptide fragments released by the myosin and tropomyosin groups collectively made
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up 83% of all 1994 dipeptide and tripeptide fragments liberated by virtual GI proteolysis
of the 26 BSFL proteins. Thus, where a more targeted strategy is desired in the future
to enzymatically generate dipeptides and tripeptides from BSFL proteins by using GI
proteases, the myosin and tropomyosin isolates of BSFL are favorable substrates.

2.2. Screening for High GI Absorption and Non-Acute Oral Toxicity

Dipeptides and tripeptides are potentially bioavailable. This is because digested
proteins are absorbed primarily in the form of dipeptides and tripeptides by the body, not as
longer peptides or as free amino acids [40–43]. Thus, in this study, we focused on the 1994 di-
and tripeptides released from virtually GI-proteolyzed BSFL proteins. It is worth noting
that not all those di- and tripeptides will be absorbed by the GI tract, although they, being a
product of in silico GI digestion, can be assumed to be GI-protease-resistant. The screening
of the 1994 peptide fragments by using SwissADME [44] revealed 657 high-GI-absorption
peptides. Interestingly, all those 657 peptides were predicted to have no acute oral toxicity
by STopTox [45]. This in silico finding implies that the consumption of BSFL proteins is not
associated with the potential uptake of toxic di- and tripeptides by the body. Meanwhile,
the 1337 peptides, not predicted to be highly absorbed by the GI tract, were not subjected
to further screening for toxicity or any other bioactivity in this study. Although we cannot
confirm whether any of these 1337 peptides are toxic or bioactive, we believe their likelihood
of exerting any significant activity in the body is minimal due to their predicted low
GI absorption.

Upon eliminating repetitive sequences, the 657 peptide fragments can be consolidated
into 65 unique sequences; the frequency of occurrence of each sequence is depicted in
Figure 2. Collectively, the first 25 sequences in Figure 2 represented 548 fragments, i.e.,
83.4% of the 657 high-GI-absorbable and non-toxic peptide fragments. All those abundant
25 sequences (EL, AL, SL, DL, AK, TL, VK, GK, IK, AF, VL, IL, GF, PK, IM, PL, TF, GL, SF,
AM, AY, TY, DF, GY, and GM) are dipeptides. They ranged between 188 and 282 Da in mass.
The 25 dipeptide sequences each represent more than 1% of the 657 fragments. Peptide
fragments liberated from five muscular proteins, three myosins (A0A0R1DVF3_DROYA,
W4VRL5_9DIPT, and A0A139WE70_TRICA), and two tropomyosins (A0A1J1HZZ6_9DIPT
and A0A1J1HX79_9DIPT), contributed to 60% of peptide fragments having the 25 afore-
mentioned sequences. This suggests that the five proteins are the most promising BSFL
sources of potentially bioavailable peptides upon GI digestion.
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2.3. Searching Databases for Bioactivity

To predict the potential health benefits of BSFL proteins for human consumption,
we searched the BIOPEP-UWM database and publications in the Scopus database for
bioactivities reported for the 25 most abundant, high-GI-absorbable, and non-toxic peptide
sequences (Figure 2). The peptide DL is the only one having no previously reported
bioactivity. The remaining 24 dipeptides were previously reported to have at least one
reported bioactivity. Overall, the three major bioactivities for the peptide sequences are as
follows: antioxidant; anti-ACE; and anti-DPP-IV activities (Figure 3).
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ACE, and anti-DPP-IV activities based on records in the BIOPEP-UWM databases and the published
literature in the Scopus database (accessed on 30 June 2022).

Sixteen of the 25 peptide sequences, including the most abundant EL, were previously
reported to be antioxidant peptides (Figure 3). Five sequences, AK, GK, IK, PK, and
VK, were demonstrated to have antioxidant activity as determined by using the ferric
thiocyanate method [46]. Five dipeptides, AL, GL, SF, SL [47], and EL [48], were shown
to have superoxide anion radical scavenging activity. Two dipeptides, AM and GM,
were reported to have peroxyl radical scavenging activity [49]. Two other dipeptides, GF
and GY, were found to have 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) and hydroxyl radical
scavenging activities [50]. AY exhibited DPPH scavenging activity and ferric-reducing
potential [51]. TY exhibited 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) radical
scavenging activity and inhibited peroxyl radical-induced oxidation, as revealed by the
oxygen radical absorbance capacity assay [52]. The aforementioned evidence, although
primarily derived from in vitro assays, implies that the 16 high-GI-absorption peptides may
be capable of playing an antioxidant role, protecting against oxidative stress in the body.

Fourteen of the 25 peptide sequences (AF, AY, DF, GF, GK, GL, GM, GY, IL, PK, PL, SF,
TF, and VK) were previously shown to exhibit anti-ACE activity [53–60]. Four of the anti-
ACE peptides were previously identified in edible plant sources, corn gluten meal (AY) [56],
garlic (SF) [55], wheat milling byproducts and rapeseed (TF) [14,53], and Tartary buckwheat
(VK) [57], respectively. On the other hand, 17 peptide sequences (AF, AL, AY, GF, GL, GY,
IL, IM, PK, PL, SF, SL, TF, TL, TY, VK, and VL) were previously demonstrated to have
anti-DPP-IV activity [61–63] (Figure 3). Many of the 25 abundant, high-GI-absorption, non-
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toxic dipeptides have multi-functionality. Nine of the dipeptides are bifunctional, having
both antioxidant and anti-ACE activities. Ten of the dipeptides have both antioxidant
and anti-DPP-IV activities. Eleven of the dipeptides have both anti-ACE and anti-DPP-IV
activities. Notably, seven of the peptides are trifunctional, having antioxidant, anti-ACE,
and anti-DPP-IV activities (Figure 3). Besides the aforementioned major bioactivities, four
other bioactivities were found in a small number of the 25 peptides, DPP-III inhibitor (GF
and TF) [64,65], renin inhibitor (SF and TF) [14,66], stimulator of glucose uptake (IL and
VL) [67], and regulator of phosphoglycerate kinase activity (SL) [68].

The most abundant dipeptide EL (71 fragments) (Figure 2) was released by 17 BSFL
proteins. EL has only been reported to have a single bioactivity (antioxidant) [48]. By
contrast, TF is a more well-characterized antihypertensive peptide among the 25 sequences.
Previously, TF was identified from alcalase-hydrolyzed rapeseed proteins [14]. TF not only
exhibited both anti-ACE and anti-renin activities but also in vivo antihypertensive effects
in spontaneously hypertensive rats following oral administration of the dipeptide [14].
Nonetheless, in this study, TF (12 fragments) was less abundant than EL, being released by
only nine BSFL proteins following in silico GI proteolysis.

Antioxidant peptides can dampen ROS-mediated disease development and diseases-
related complications [8,9]. Meanwhile, ACE and DPP-IV are therapeutic targets for the
management of the hypertension [24,25] and type 2 diabetes [26], respectively. Thus, the
release of highly-GI-absorbable antioxidant, anti-ACE, and anti-DPP-IV peptides from
BSFL proteins (Figure 3) implies that consumption of BSFL proteins may benefit the control
of blood pressure and glucose levels in the body. The BSFL proteins can also be explored
for the formulation of functional foods or nutraceuticals. Taken together, the 25 most abun-
dant dipeptide sequences depicted in Figure 2, except for DL, possess health-promoting
bioactivities. Despite their predicted high-GI-absorption tendency, whether GI digestion of
BSFL proteins could release such peptides quantitatively sufficient to exert in vivo effects
is a question that requires verification by using animal studies in the future.

2.4. Molecular Docking Analysis

To further explore the potential of the 25 most abundant, high-GI-absorption dipep-
tide sequences as inhibitors of MPO, NOX, and XO activities, as well as Keap1–Nrf2
protein–protein interactions, molecular docking analysis was conducted, followed by MD
simulation analysis. Molecular docking analysis can be used to screen for the most stable
peptide–target complexes rapidly, where the most negative binding affinity or docking
score is taken as an indicator of the greatest binding stability between a peptide and its
target. Two tools, Webina and HPEPDOCK, were used in this study to generate the docking
results. Webina provided binding affinity data, while HPEPDOCK generated docking score
data. The docking score from HPEPDOCK is a numerical value that predicts the binding
affinity and stability of a peptide–protein complex. A more negative docking score suggests
a stronger affinity between the peptide and protein, which indicates a more stable predicted
complex. However, the docking score is a relative measure that only provides a ranking of
different binding modes of a peptide–protein complex. While the docking score can be a
useful predictor of binding affinity, it is not equivalent to the actual binding affinity of a
peptide–protein complex [69].

In this study, we have selected the crystal structure of the bovine XO–quercetin
complex (3NVY) for our study for several reasons. Firstly, no crystal structure of the human
XO protein–ligand complex is currently available. Moreover, the resolution of 3NVY
(2.00 Å) [33] is higher than those of other crystal structures of human XO without bound
ligands, such as 2CKJ (3.59 Å) [70] and 2E1Q (2.60 Å) [71]). Furthermore, the 3NVY
crystal has the greatest resolution (2.0 Å) among the bovine XO proteins deposited in the
Protein Data Bank [72]. Secondly, XO is highly conserved across different species, including
humans and bovines. Notably, the bovine milk XO (1332 residues) shares 90% sequence
identity with the human liver XO (1333 residues) [73]. Lastly, the quercetin binding site
in the bovine XO crystal structure (3NVY) is both structurally and sequentially conserved
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between bovine and human enzymes [33]. Therefore, the quercetin binding mode in the
bovine XO can be used as a reasonable approximation for the human XO–quercetin complex.
Taken together, these factors indicate that 3NVY is a suitable model for investigating the
human XO–peptide interaction in our study.

Prior to analyzing the docking of the BSFL-derived peptides and reference peptides,
we performed a redocking step as described in the Materials and Methods. Root Mean
Square Deviation (RMSD) values computed by comparing the poses of the redocked ligands
with their original crystallographic poses were 0.891, 0.689, 1.820, and 1.458, respectively
(Figure 4). The four values are considered satisfactory because RMSD values less than
2.0 Å indicate that the poses are considered “near-native” [74]. In light of the satisfactory
RMSD values, we proceeded to conduct molecular docking analyses on the BSFL-derived
peptides and reference peptides. Generally, the ranges of binding affinity were similar for
the three targets, MPO, XO, and Keap1 (Figure 5A–C). Among the 25 dipeptide sequences,
DF had the most negative binding affinity when docked against MPO and Keap1, sug-
gesting that DF could bind most stably with the two targets. The most negative binding
affinity computed for TF when complexed with XO indicates the strongest binding between
TF and XO. Meanwhile, the most negative docking score computed for TY (Figure 5D)
indicates that TY-p47phox could be the most stable when compared with complexes be-
tween p47phox and the other 24 peptides. Nevertheless, none of the 25 peptides surpassed
the co-crystallized ligands in terms of binding affinities and docking scores. ETGE and
p22phox likely had a higher affinity to Keap1 and p47phox, respectively, than the 25 BSFL
peptides due to their longer length, providing more sites for interaction with the two
proteins. In this study, the binding modes between the 25 peptides and p47phox were not
analyzed further. This is because their docking scores were all drastically less negative than
those of the co-crystallized ligand of p47phox, a proline-rich peptide derived from p22phox

(Figure 5D). The p22phox-derived peptide is beyond the scope of Webina. Redocking of
p22phox to p47phox with Webina failed to work, making it impossible for us to validate the
docking procedure. We, therefore, used HPEPDOCK, a well-established peptide docking
tool in the case of p22phox–p47phox interaction. Based on the binding affinities presented
in Figure 5A–C, we narrowed down the 25 dipeptide sequences to several promising se-
quences and investigated their binding modes with MPO, XO, and Keap1, as discussed
further below.
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Figure 5. Binding affinities of 25 peptides complexed with (A) MPO, (B) XO, and (C) Keap1, in
comparison with the co-crystallized ligand of each target protein. Docking scores of 25 peptides com-
plexed with p47phox in comparison with the co-crystallized ligand (D). For (A), 7GD is 7-benzyl-1H-
[1,2,3]triazolo [4,5-b]pyridin-5-amine, the co-crystallized inhibitor of MPO. For (B), Que is quercetin,
the co-crystallized inhibitor of XO. For (C), ETGE is the key motif of the Nrf2 peptide co-crystallized
with Keap1. For (D), p22phox represents the co-crystalized p22phox-derived proline-rich peptide
(GPLGSKQPPSNPPPRPPAEARKKPS).

Table 2 shows the intermolecular interactions between three selected BSFL peptides
and MPO. Because the co-crystallized ligand in the MPO crystal is not a peptide, we
compared the three BSFL peptides with N-acetyl lysyltyrosylcysteine amide (KYC), an
experimentally-validated anti-MPO peptide [75]. The binding affinities of the three dipep-
tides, DF, TF, and TY, are comparable to that of KYC. Furthermore, similar to KYC, the three
dipeptides could each form hydrophobic interaction with Arg239 and Phe407, key residues
in the active site of MPO, as well as with the heme group (Hec606) of MPO (Table 2). The
7-benzyl-1H-[1,2,3]triazolo [4,5-b]pyridin-5-amine, the co-crystallized inhibitor of the MPO
crystal used in this study, were reported to bind to the two residues Arg239 and Phe407 [76].
Moreover, Arg239 is a catalytic residue of MPO [77]. Our data show that DF, TF, and TY
could potentially bind to the active site of MPO as do other MPO inhibitors [75,77], thus
implying the anti-MPO potential of the three dipeptides. Hydrophobic interactions with
MPO are critical to the potency of MPO inhibitors [76]. In line with this, we found that
hydrophobic interactions accounted for 77-90% of MPO–peptide interactions involving DF,
TF, and TY (Table 2). Among the three BSFL dipeptides, DF stood out as the most promising
candidate as an MPO inhibitor, considering its strongest binding affinity to MPO and its
binding to the key catalytic/active-site residues. A graphical illustration of the DF-MPO
docked model and its intermolecular interactions in the 2D structure are shown in Figure 6.
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Table 2. Intermolecular interactions between BSFL peptides and MPO.

Binding
Affinity (kcal/mol)

Interaction with MPO

Hydrogen Bond Hydrophobic Interaction

BS
FL

pe
pt

id
es DF −7.2 Arg424 Glu102, Arg239, Glu242, Phe407, Leu415, Leu420,

Arg424, Hec606

TF −7.1 Arg424 Phe99, Glu102, Pro145, Arg239, Glu242, Phe407,
Met411, Leu415, Arg424, Hec606

TY −7.0 Arg424, Hec606(2) Phe99, Thr100, Glu102, Arg239, Glu242, Phe366,
Phe407, Leu415, Arg424, Hec606

R
ef

er
en

ce
pe

pt
id

e

KYC −7.4 His95, Glu102, Arg239
His95, Phe99, Glu102, Glu116, Pro145, Phe146,

Phe147, Thr238, Arg239, Glu242, Phe407, Met411,
Leu415, Leu420, Arg424, Hec606

Number in brackets indicates the number of hydrogen bonds formed with the same residue of MPO. The key
residues in the active site of MPO that were reported to bind to 7-benzyl-1H-[1,2,3]triazolo [4,5-b]pyridin-5-amine,
which is the co-crystallized inhibitor of MPO in the crystal PDB ID: 6WYD [76], are marked in bold. MPO residues
that participate in catalysis [77] are underlined. BSFL: black soldier fly larval; KYC, N-Acetyl lysyltyrosylcysteine
amide; MPO, myeloperoxidase.
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Figure 6. (A) 3D diagram of DF; (B) 3D diagram of DF-MPO docked model; (C) 2D diagram of
DF–MPO interactions. MPO is shown in red ribbon, whereas DF and the heme group are displayed in
blue- and green-stick styles, respectively, in (B). In the 2D diagram (C), bonds of MPO are in orange,
whereas those of DF are in purple. Hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds are shown in red
spoked arcs and green dashed lines, respectively.

Table 3 shows the intermolecular interactions between three selected BSFL peptides
and XO. Three experimentally-validated anti-XO peptides, namely, IW [63], GPY [78], and
ACECD [79], were taken as positive controls. In this study, the binding affinities of TF,
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GY, and SF were 9–28% more negative than those of GPY and ACECD (Table 3). This
implies that the three dipeptides bound to XO more stably than did two anti-XO peptides.
Similar to the three validated anti-XO peptides, the three BSFL dipeptides could form
hydrophobic interactions with the catalytic residue Glu802 and with at least one other
inhibitor-binding residue (Phe914). Interestingly, our observation on ACECD suggests that
the ability to bind to a greater number of the inhibitor-binding residues in XO does not
necessarily lead to a more stable binding between a peptide and XO. GY is the only BSFL
dipeptide that could make hydrogen bond with catalytic residue Glu802. However, the
results in Table 3 show that the formation of a hydrogen bond to Glu802 is not crucial to
the stable binding of a peptide to XO; neither is it associated with the ability to inhibit
XO experimentally. The majority of the intermolecular interactions shown in Table 3 are
hydrophobic interactions, in line with the previous finding that the main interaction forces
between XO and XO-inhibitory peptides were hydrophobic interaction [80]. Taken together,
the resemblance between the three BSFL dipeptides and the three known anti-XO peptides
implies that the BSFL peptides are potential XO inhibitors. Among them, TF is the most
promising considering its strongest binding affinity to XO. A graphical illustration of the
TF-XO docked model and its intermolecular interactions in the 2D structure are shown
in Figure 7.

Table 3. Intermolecular interactions between BSFL peptides and XO.

Binding
Affinity (kcal/mol)

Interaction with XO

Hydrogen Bond Hydrophobic Interaction

BS
FL

pe
pt

id
es

TF −7.1 Gly913, Ser1080
Gln767, Phe798, Gly799, Glu802, Ala910, Phe911,

Arg912, Phe914, Phe1009, Met1038, Thr1077,
Ala1078, Ala1079, Ser1080, Glu1261

GY −6.9 Glu802, Gly913
Phe798, Gly799, Glu802, Ala910, Phe911, Arg912,

Phe914, Phe1009, Ala1078, Ala1079, Ser1080,
Gly1260, Glu1261

SF −6.9 Gln767, Gly913,
Glu1261(2)

Phe798, Gly799, Glu802, Ala910, Phe911, Arg912,
Phe914, Met1038, Gln1040, Thr1077, Ala1078,
Ala1079, Ser1080, Ser1082, Gly1260, Glu1261

R
ef

er
en

ce
pe

pt
id

es

IW −7.7 Gln767, Glu802,
Gly913

Gln767, Phe798, Gly799, Glu802, Arg880, Ala910,
Phe911, Arg912, Phe914, Phe1009, Thr1010, Met1038,

Thr1077, Ala1078, Ala1079, Gly1260, Glu1261

GPY −6.3 Ser1080
Phe798, Gly799, Glu802, Ala910, Phe911, Arg912,

Phe914, Phe1009, Met1038, Ala1078, Ala1079,
Ser1080, Ser1082, Glu1261

ACECD −5.1 His875
Leu648, Phe649, Glu802, Leu873, His875, Ser876,

Glu879, Phe914, Phe1009, Thr1010, Val1011,
Pro1012, Phe1013, Leu1014

Number in brackets indicates the number of hydrogen bonds formed with the same residue of XO. XO residues
that were reported to bind to quercetin, which is the co-crystallized inhibitor of XO in the crystal PDB ID
3NVY [33], are marked in bold. XO residues that participate in catalysis [33] are underlined. BSFL: black soldier
fly larval; XO: xanthine oxidase.

Our molecular docking simulation suggests DF and TF be potential inhibitors of
Keap1–Nrf2 protein–protein interaction. As shown in Table 4, the hydrogen bonds and
hydrophobic interactions formed by DF, TF, DDW, and DKK with Keap1 are similarly
dominated by key Keap1 residues known for binding to Nrf2. The two reference peptides,
DDW and DKK, were experimentally-verified inhibitors of the Keap1–Nrf2 interaction [81].
The binding affinities of DF and TF toward Keap1 were superior or comparable to that
of DKK. This implies that the two dipeptides bound to Keap1 more stably than did DKK.
Meanwhile, DDW and DF could both form hydrogen bonds with Arg415 and Arg483, hy-
drophobic interactions with Tyr334, Arg415, Arg483, Ser508, Tyr525, Ser555, Tyr572, Phe577,
and Ser602, as well as a salt bridge with Arg415. All the aforementioned Keap1 residues
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are key to the formation of a stable Keap1–Nrf2 complex [82]. Among the 25 BSFL peptides,
DF is likely to be the best candidate for inhibitor of Keap1–Nrf2 interaction based on its
binding affinity, as well as the resemblance of its binding mode to those of the co-crystalized
ETGE motif and DDW. A graphical illustration of the DF-Keap1 docked model and its
intermolecular interactions in the 2D structure are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. (A) 3D diagram of TF; (B) 3D diagram of TF-XO docked model; (C) 2D diagram of TF–XO
interactions. TF is displayed in a blue-stick style, whereas XO is in red ribbon in (B). In the 2D
diagram (C), bonds of XO are in orange, whereas those of TF are in purple. Hydrophobic interactions
and hydrogen bonds are shown in red spoked arcs and green dashed lines, respectively.

Table 4. Intermolecular interactions between BSFL peptides and Keap1.

Binding
Affinity (kcal/mol)

Interaction with Keap1

Hydrogen Bond Hydrophobic Interaction Salt Bridge

B
SF

L
pe

pt
id

es DF −6.8 Arg415, Arg483(2),
Ser555

Tyr334, Arg415, Arg483, Ser508, Tyr525,
Ser555, Ala556, Tyr572, Phe577, Ser602 Arg415

TF −6.6 Arg380(2), Ser602 Tyr334, Ser363, Arg380, Asn382, Asn414,
Arg415, Ala556, Tyr572, Phe577, Ser602 -

R
ef

er
en

ce
pe

pt
id

es

DDW −7.4 Arg415(2),
Arg483(2)

Tyr334, Gly364, Arg415, Arg483, Ser508,
Tyr525, Ser555, Ala556, Tyr572, Phe577,

Ser602, Gly603
Arg415

DKK −6.6 Arg380, Arg415(3),
Ser555, Ser602(2)

Tyr334, Ser363, Gly364, Arg380, Arg415,
Tyr525, Gln530, Ser555, Ala556, Tyr572,

Gly574, Phe577, Ser602
-

Number in brackets indicates the number of hydrogen bonds formed with the same Keap1 residue. Keap1 residues
that were reported to bind to ETGE (the key motif of Nrf2 peptide) [82] are marked in bold. Residues in the
Keap1 binding pocket that contribute to the stability of the Keap1–Nrf2 complex, as evidenced by mutagenesis
studies [82], are underlined. BSFL: black soldier fly larval; Keap1, Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1.
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Figure 8. (A) 3D diagram of DF; (B) 3D diagram of DF-Keap1 docked model; (C) 2D diagram of
DF-Keap1 interactions. DF is displayed in a blue-stick style, whereas Keap1 is displayed as red
ribbon in (B). In the 2D diagram (C), bonds of Keap1 are in orange, whereas those of DF are in purple.
Hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, and salt bridges are represented in red spoked arcs and
green and red dashed lines, respectively.

2.5. Molecular Dynamics Simulation

The DF-MPO, TF-XO, and DF-Keap1 docked models, which exhibited the most favor-
able binding affinities, were subjected to 100 ns and independently repeated MD simulation
analysis. Four parameters were evaluated in the following analyses: RMSD; the radius of gy-
ration (Rg); intermolecular hydrogen bond formation; and intermolecular protein–peptide
distance. RMSD is a common metric used to quantify the difference between the positions
of atoms in two structures in MD [83].

Figure 9A shows that the RMSD values of the DF-docked Keap1 were mostly stable
during the 100 ns simulation. By contrast, the RMSD values of DF-docked MPO and
TF-docked XO showed a more obvious increase during the 100 ns simulation. A slight
peak can be observed at around 75–80 ns for MPO, implying a minor movement of the
protein, before stabilizing again up to 100 ns. The RMSD values of the three proteins,
when averaged over the 100 ns duration and presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD),
were 1.4051 ± 0.0926 Å (Keap1), 2.3343 ± 0.2130 Å (XO), and 2.4127 ± 0.2901 Å (MPO).
These low mean values of approximately 2.000 Å and below, as well as the low SD values,
indicate that the three proteins did not undergo much conformational change [84]. On
the other hand, the averaged RMSD values of the three docked dipeptides, presented as
mean ± SD, were 1.414 ± 0.2290 Å (DF, docked to MPO), 1.5290 ± 0.2198 Å (TF, docked to
XO), and 1.7928 ± 0.1917 Å (DF, docked to Keap1). As observed in Figure 9B, the docked
peptides displayed greater fluctuations in their docking positions compared with the three
target proteins. Generally, several factors contribute to higher RMSD fluctuations in a
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ligand compared to its receptor, including the size of the ligand [85], its flexibility [86],
and the nature of protein–ligand interactions [87]. The ligand is usually smaller in size
compared to the receptor, and hence, its atoms are more susceptible to fluctuations and
movements [88]. In addition, the ligand has more flexible and dynamic regions compared
to the receptor, resulting in higher RMSD fluctuations, which captured its full range of
motions [89]. The ligand is also involved in specific interactions with the receptor, and
any changes in these interactions can result in changes in the ligand’s conformation and
higher RMSD fluctuations [90]. The plot depicted in Figure 9B indicates that the dipeptide
DF, upon docking to MPO, exhibited substantial fluctuations, with the residues’ backbone
rotations likely occurring more aggressively over time, particularly beyond the 50 ns
timepoint. On the other hand, the dipeptide TF bound to XO demonstrated stability in
its docked position against the protein. The differential behaviors of dipeptides DF and
TF could be attributed, at least in part, to the presence of aspartate (D) or threonine (T)
residues. The side chain of aspartate is more hydrophilic than threonine, which affects the
hydropathy of the dipeptides. This may have facilitated the interactions between DF and
water molecules in the MPO’s active site microenvironment. In contrast, threonine’s less
hydrophilic side chain may result in TF interacting less with water in the XO binding site.
Consequently, DF showed an increased tendency to leave the MPO active site after a brief
period of time [91–94].
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Rg is defined as the distance between the center of mass of a molecule (protein or
ligand) and the average position of its constituent atoms [95]. Thus, Rg is an important
parameter for assessing protein folding and the flexibility of a ligand in a simulated
environment over time [96]. As shown in Figure 10A, the overall stability of the Rg values
of peptide-docked MPO, XO, and Keap1 throughout the 100 ns simulation time suggests
negligible levels of protein unfolding. The Rg values of the three proteins, when averaged
over the 100 ns duration and presented as mean ± SD, were 17.7963 ± 0.0343 Å (Keap1),
23.9047 ± 0.0679 Å (MPO), and 28.1789 ± 0.0700 Å (XO). The observation implies limited
protein structure fluctuations [97]. On the other hand, the averaged Rg values of the three
docked dipeptides, presented as mean ± SD, were 3.2508 ± 0.0572 Å (TF, docked to XO),
3.3069 ± 0.0861 Å (DF, docked to MPO), and 3.3889 ± 0.1072 Å (DF, docked to Keap1). As
shown in Figure 10B, among the three dipeptides analyzed, the Rg values for MPO-bound
dipeptide DF fluctuated the most, followed by Keap1-bound DF, especially after the 30 ns
timepoint. In contrast, it is likely that the TF bound to XO underwent comparatively
minimal unfolding at the docking site, thereby resulting in a more stable conformation.
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Intermolecular hydrogen bonds play a crucial role in demonstrating the interaction
between proteins and ligands, as they substantially contribute to the stability and specificity
of the ligand–protein complex formation [98]. In this context, Figure 11A depicts that during
the 100 ns simulation, the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds was the most stable
in the DF–Keap1 complex, followed by the TF–XO complex. When compared with the
other two complexes, the TF–XO complex had the highest number of hydrogen bonds
initially before gradually decreasing after 25 ns of simulation. The present study observed
an increase in the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between DF and Keap1 after
the 45 ns timepoint, which subsequently reached equilibrium by the 100 ns timepoint. In
contrast, the number of hydrogen bonds between the DF–MPO complex demonstrated
significant fluctuation throughout the simulation, with frequent losses of hydrogen bonds
occurring at various time points, particularly after the 20 ns time point. The number of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed in the DF–Keap1 complex, when averaged over
the 100 ns duration and presented as mean ± SD, was 3.0355 ± 0.7736, which was the
highest among the three complexes studied. In contrast, the DF–MPO complex exhibited
the least hydrogen bond formation, with a mean of 1.4520 ± 0.8746 bonds. The TF–XO
complex showed a moderate level of intermolecular hydrogen bond formation, with a
mean of 2.0076± 0.9574 bonds. This phenomenon was also translated in the protein–ligand
distance of the complex. In this study, the DF peptide, upon binding to Keap1, and the TF
peptide, upon binding to XO, were found to be in close proximity, i.e., within a distance of
3 Å, to their respective receptors, with intermolecular distances of 1.7190 ± 0.0798 Å and
1.7840 ± 0.0966 Å, respectively (Figure 11B). In contrast, the DF–MPO complex displayed
a greater average intermolecular distance of 4.1404 ± 4.2743 Å. Figure 11B also shows
that the intermolecular distance of the DF–MPO complex increased over the course of the
simulation, indicating that DF may detach from the protein after 40 ns. Our findings suggest
that the DF–MPO complex exhibited the least stability among the three peptide–protein
complexes that were examined, likely attributable to the loss of hydrogen bonds and an
increase in overall protein–ligand distance. Although a low minimum distance with a mean
value of less than 10.0 Å between a ligand and its receptor protein may still suggest strong
affinity and stable binding of the ligand to its receptor [99], protein–ligand clustering and
mutagenesis targeting active binding residues are warranted in the future to evaluate the
stability of the DF–MPO complex.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. BSFL Protein Sequences

Seven cuticular and 19 muscular proteins previously identified as the major proteins
in BSFL [100] were studied. The sequences of the 26 BSFL proteins were retrieved from the
UniProt Knowledgebase (https://www.uniprot.org/) [101] (accessed on 25 April 2022).
The number of residues and molecular mass of each BSFL protein were recorded.

3.2. In Silico GI Digestion

The 26 protein sequences were submitted to the BIOPEP-UWM: Bioactive peptides
server (https://biochemia.uwm.edu.pl/en/biopep-uwm-2/) [22] (accessed on 3 May 2022)
for simulating in silico GI digestion by using the “ENZYME(S) ACTION” tool. Three
GI proteases were used, namely, pepsin (pH 1.3) (EC 3.4.23.1), trypsin (EC 3.4.21.4), and
chymotrypsin A (EC 3.4.21.1), as previously described [13,23,102]. The fragments released
by each protein were recorded and categorized by length: one residue (free amino acids),
two residues (dipeptides), three residues (tripeptides), four residues (tetrapeptides), and
peptides > four residues.

3.3. Screening for High GI Absorption and Oral Toxicity

All peptide fragments liberated by in silico GI digestion were screened for GI ab-
sorption by using the SwissADME server (http://www.swissadme.ch/) [44] (accessed
on 11 May 2022). Peptides predicted to be high-GI-absorption were subsequently ana-
lyzed for acute oral toxicity via the STopTox app (https://stoptox.mml.unc.edu/) [45]
(accessed on 11 May 2022). Peptide sequences in the Simplified Molecular-Input Line-
Entry System (SMILES) format, which were required as input for analysis on SwissADME
and STopTox, were generated by using the “SMILES” tool on BIOPEP-UWM (accessed
on 11 May 2022). The molecular masses of selected peptide sequences were predicted to
have high GI absorption, and no oral toxicity was calculated by using PepDraw (https:
//www2.tulane.edu/~biochem/WW/PepDraw/) (accessed on 11 May 2022).

3.4. Database Searching for Peptide Bioactivity

Peptide sequences were searched against the BIOPEP-UWM [22] and Scopus databases
for previously reported bioactivities (accessed on 30 June 2022).

https://www.uniprot.org/
https://biochemia.uwm.edu.pl/en/biopep-uwm-2/
http://www.swissadme.ch/
https://stoptox.mml.unc.edu/
https://www2.tulane.edu/~biochem/WW/PepDraw/
https://www2.tulane.edu/~biochem/WW/PepDraw/
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3.5. Molecular Docking Analysis

The crystal structures of the four target proteins were downloaded from RCSB Protein
Data Bank (https://www.rcsb.org/) [103] on 15 October 2022. The four crystal structures
were (i) human MPO in complex with 7-benzyl triazolopyridines (PDB ID: 6WYD) [76],
(ii) bovine XO in complex with quercetin (PDB ID: 3NVY) [33], (iii) human Keap1 Kelch
domain in complex with a 16-mer peptide of Nrf2 (PDB ID: 2FLU) [82], and (iv) human
p47phox in complex with a p22phox-derived proline-rich peptide (GPLGSKQPPSNPPPRP-
PAEARKKPS)(PDB ID: 1WLP) [30].

The three-dimensional (3D) structures of the peptides used in molecular docking
were obtained from the dataset of 3D structures of dipeptides and tripeptides provided by
Prasasty and Istyastono [104] (accessed on 15 October 2022). The structure files were con-
verted into the PDB format via the BIOVIA Discovery Studio Visualizer (BIOVIA, Dassault
Systèmes, BIOVIA Discovery Studio Visualizer, Version 20.1.0.192, San Diego: Dassault
Systèmes, CA, USA, 2020) before use. The 3D structure of the peptide ACECD, which
was used as a positive control for docking to XO, was constructed by using PEP-FOLD 3.5
(https://mobyle.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py#forms::PEP-FOLD3) [105–107]
(accessed on 21 October 2022). One hundred simulations were run. The best output model
sorted by sOPEP energy was downloaded and used for molecular docking analysis. KYC is
a known anti-MPO peptide that was used as a positive control in molecular docking to MPO.
KYC was downloaded as a two-dimensional structure (PubChem CID 51352312) in the SDF
format from PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) [108] (accessed on 20 October
2022). The 3D structure of KYC that was required for molecular docking was constructed on
Frog2 (https://mobyle.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py#forms::Frog2) [109]
(accessed on 20 October 2022).

To prepare for molecular docking, the proteins and co-crystalized ligands were first
separated from the crystals of MPO, XO, and Keap1 via the BIOVIA Discovery Studio
Visualizer. This was followed by the removal of water and the addition of polar hy-
drogens and Kollman charges via the AutoDock Tools 1.5.7 [110]. The proteins were
energy-minimized with the Swiss-PdbViewer 4.1 software [111]. Via AutoDock Tools 1.5.7,
the three proteins were prepared as receptors, while the co-crystalized ligands and the
peptides to be docked were prepared as ligands; all of them were saved in the PDBQT
format. Molecular docking on MPO, XO, and Keap1 was performed on Webina 1.0.3
(https://durrantlab.pitt.edu/webina/) [112] (accessed on 15 October 2022) in triplicates.
The coordinates of the box center and box sizes used for molecular docking are presented
in Table S1. Following docking analyses, the top (most negative) binding affinity computed
for each peptide was recorded. The analysis of the intermolecular interactions of selected
docked models was performed with LigPlot+ v.2.2.4 [113,114].

To validate the docking procedures, we redocked the co-crystallized ligands separated
from the original crystal structures to the respective proteins. The pose of the resultant
best-score (most negative) docked ligand model was compared with the pose of the original
co-crystallized ligand to evaluate conformational differences. The redocking of the co-
crystalized ligands to MPO and XO was performed on Webina 1.0.3 using the same box
center and box size settings as in Table S1. RMSD values were calculated on DockRMSD
(https://zhanggroup.org/DockRMSD/) [74] (accessed on 22 October 2022). Redocking
to Keap1 and RMSD determination were performed in a similar manner, except that a
tetrapeptide ETGE, the key motif of the 16-mer peptide of Nrf2, was redocked to Keap1 as
recommended [81].

For the docking of peptides to human p47phox, the protein and its co-crystalized
ligand were separated from the crystal (PDB ID: 1WLP), and each was added with polar
hydrogen via BIOVIA Discovery Studio Visualizer. Energy minimization of the protein
was then performed via the Swiss-PdbViewer 4.1. Molecular docking between p47phox and
peptides was performed on the HPEPDOCK 2.0 server (http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.
cn/hpepdock/) [69,115–119] (accessed on 13 October 2022). Following docking analyses,
the top (most negative) docking score predicted for each peptide was recorded. Redocking

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://mobyle.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py#forms::PEP-FOLD3
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
https://mobyle.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py#forms::Frog2
https://durrantlab.pitt.edu/webina/
https://zhanggroup.org/DockRMSD/
http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.cn/hpepdock/
http://huanglab.phys.hust.edu.cn/hpepdock/
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of the co-crystalized peptide GPLGSKQPPSNPPPRPPAEARKKPS to p47phox was also
performed on HPEPDOCK 2.0; RMSD value was computed on DockRMSD (accessed on
13 October 2022).

3.6. Molecular Dynamics Simulation

MD simulations were performed by using the GROMACS 2020 simulation package.
Each system was modeled as a solvated protein–peptide complex in the Simple-Point-
Charge water model. The CHARMM27 force field was selected, and sodium chloride was
included to neutralize the total charge of the system [120]. The starting structures of three
systems, namely, the complexes of DF docked to Keap1, DF docked to MPO, and TF docked
to XO, were obtained from the aforementioned docking simulation steps. Each system
was subjected to energy minimization to remove residual forces or strains, as described
by Bibi and co-workers [121]. The simulation was performed in the isothermal-isobaric
ensemble at a temperature of 310 K and a pressure of 1 bar with the Berendsen barostat. The
particle-mesh Ewald method was used to handle long-range electrostatic interactions. A
time step of 2 fs was used for the integration of the equations of motion, and the system was
simulated for 100 ns. Two replicates of MD simulation were performed, and all MD data
reported in this paper were mean values of the two replicates. The stability of the complex
was analyzed by monitoring the RMSD and Rg of the protein structure and the peptide over
time, as described in Surti and co-workers [122]. The number of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds in each protein–peptide complex and the protein–peptide minimum distance was
determined by using analysis tools in GROMACS following the methods described in
Shamsi and co-workers [123]. Each graph was plotted by Xmgrace and averaged, and the
mean values for 100 ns with standard deviations were recorded.

4. Conclusions

In this in silico study, the virtual screening of 5218 fragments released from 26 muscular
and cuticular proteins of BSFL revealed the presence of dipeptide sequences with pre-
viously reported antioxidant, anti-ACE, and anti-DPP-IV activities. Molecular docking
and dynamics simulations indicate that selected BSFL dipeptides could serve as potential
antagonists of MPO, XO, and Keap1. Our findings suggest the potential of BSFL proteins as
sources of health-promoting peptides that are non-toxic and easily absorbed by the GI tract.
In vitro and in vivo studies are necessary to validate the identity and quantity of peptides
released from BSFL proteins after GI digestion, besides characterizing their bioavailability.
Moving forward, future research should prioritize evaluating the anti-ACE and anti-DPP-
IV activity and, by extension, anti-hypertension and anti-hyperglycemia effects of BSFL
proteins following oral consumption and GI digestion in animal models. Additionally, the
antioxidant activity of BSFL peptides, including their role as antagonists or inhibitors of
cellular modulators of oxidative stress (such as MPO, XO, and Keap1–Nrf2 protein–protein
interaction), is worth exploring. Our study provides a basis for further research on the use
of BSFL protein in human nutrition and highlights the potential of using computational
approaches to explore the health benefits of novel protein sources.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal13030605/s1, Table S1: Coordinates of box centers and box
sizes used in the molecular docking of MPO, XO, and Keap1.
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